Wenckebach and Mobitz Type II A-V Block
Due to Block Within the His Bundle and
Bundle Branches

By Onkar S. Narula, M.D., and Philip Samet, M.D.

SUMMARY
Fourteen patients with conduction defects were analyzed by using bundle of His (BH) recordings. The BH electrograms were validated by BH and right atrial pacing (AP). In 12 patients with Mobitz type II A-V block, failure in impulse transmission for the dropped beats was localized distal to the recording site of the BH. Three of these 12 patients showed normal QRS complexes. In two of these three, the QRS complexes remained unchanged during intermittent periods of complete heart block (CHB), and thus represent His bundle rhythm with subsidiary pacemaker arising above the bifurcation of the BH. The A-H time in this group of 12 patients ranged from 60 to 160 msec and the H-V time ranged from 40 to 90 msec. At any atrial rate (NSR or AP) conduction time through the A-V node (A-H), and His-Purkinje system (H-V) remained constant. With increasing atrial (A) rates during AP, the number of impulses blocked distal to the BH increased. At high AP rates Wenckebach phenomenon between A and BH occurred concomitantly with block distal to the BH.

Of the two additional patients studied, the one with Wenckebach type 2° A-V block during NSR and a narrow QRS complex had the delay localized between two recorded and validated BH potentials ("split" BH). The other patient, with 1:1 A-V conduction during NSR and left bundle-branch block, developed Wenckebach cycles during AP at 110 beats/min. The progressive delay in the P-R interval was localized in the His-Purkinje system (HPS) probably in the right bundle.

Our data support the clinical observations that Mobitz II A-V blocks are associated with bilateral bundle-branch block as well as with BH lesions. The ECG is of limited value in the localization of the delays occurring at two sites simultaneously: namely, in the A-V node and the HPS. Furthermore, demonstration of the Wenckebach cycles within the HPS (BH or either bundle branch), which cannot be determined from the surface ECG, has important clinical implications.
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Two types of second degree atrioventricular (A-V) block were originally described by Hay¹ and by Wenckebach.²³ Type I block was characterized by the gradual prolongation of the a-c interval of the jugular pulse with eventual loss of the arterial pulse. In type II second degree heart block, ventricular beats were dropped without any preceding prolongation of the a-c interval. The introduction of the electrocardiogram enabled Mobitz to define the ECG criteria for
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### Table 1

**Electrocardiographic Findings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case no.</th>
<th>Age (y)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Degree of A-V block</th>
<th>P-P (msec)</th>
<th>P-R (msec)</th>
<th>Duration of QRS (msec)</th>
<th>Shape of QRS</th>
<th>Axis</th>
<th>Site of block*</th>
<th>A-H (msec)</th>
<th>H-V (msec)†</th>
<th>Medications</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Follow-up (6 mo)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>CHB, 2:1, and occasional capture</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>CHB, 2:1, 3:1</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>RBBB</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Dizzy</td>
<td>spells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3:1, 2:1, 1:1</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>LBBB, RBBB</td>
<td>LAD</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5:4, 4:3, 3:2, 2:1, 1:1</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>RBBB</td>
<td>LAD</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Dizzy</td>
<td>spells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>CHB, 3:1, 2:1</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>RBBB</td>
<td>RAD</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1:1, 2:1, 4:3, 3:2</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>LBBB</td>
<td>LAD</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Syncope</td>
<td>CHB distal to BH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1:1, 2:1, CHB, 3:1</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>RBBB</td>
<td>RAD</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Mental confusion</td>
<td>CHB distal to BH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>CHB, 1:1, 3:2, 4:2, 5:2</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>LBBB</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Syncope</td>
<td>CHB distal to BH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1:1, 2:1, 3:2</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>LVCD</td>
<td>LAD</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Aldoril 25 mg 1 tab/day</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>CHB, 2:1, 4:1</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>H-V = 65</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Syncope</td>
<td>CHB distal to BH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1:1, 2:1, 3:2</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>LAD</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>H-V = 35</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2:1, 1:1</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>RBBB</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Distal</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Dizziness</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2:1, 3:2</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Within BH</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>H-V = 70</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Dizziness</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: CHB = Complete Heart Block, NSR = Normal Sinus Rhythm*

**Mobitz type II**

**Wenckebach type of A-V block during NSR**
type I and type II blocks.4 Today type I block is commonly known as Wenckebach or Mobitz I, and type II block as Mobitz II block. Several studies 5–11 have been reported relative to second degree heart block. Attempts to correlate experimental findings with individual clinical varieties of second degree A-V block have been limited. Intracardiac recordings from the specialized conducting system12–15 during periods of second degree A-V block (types I and II) offer opportunity to determine the site of block(s). In addition to the analysis of Mobitz type II blocks, we are presenting two cases of typical Wenckebach A-V block with dropped ventricular beats occurring in the His-Purkinje system (HPS). The Wenckebach type of A-V block localized in the main bundle of His or bundle branches has not been previously described in man. This evidence also demonstrates some of the pitfalls of the electrocardiographic (ECG) criteria for the localization of A-V block.

Methods

Fourteen patients with A-V conduction defects were studied during right heart catheterization. The ages of these patients varied from 56 to 97 years. The clinical ECGs in 12 patients (cases 1 to 12, table 1) exhibited Mobitz type II block. One patient (case 13, table 1) with a normal QRS complex demonstrated Wenckebach type of second degree (3:2 and 2:1) A-V block. The other patient (case 14, table 1) showed left bundle-branch block (LBBB) during normal sinus rhythm (NSR) with 1:1 A-V conduction and a normal P-R interval of 0.18 sec. Of the 12 patients with type II block, three exhibited QRS complexes of normal duration (≤0.10 sec).

All 14 patients were studied in the postabsorptive state and were premedicated with 100 mg of pentobarbital (Nembutal) administered intramuscularly 1 hour before catheterization. His bundle (BH) electrograms were recorded as described previously.13, 14 The BH recordings were validated by demonstrating the progressive lengthening of the A-H time as the P-P interval was shortened by right atrial pacing at progressively increasing rates (up to 180/min or until Wenckebach cycles developed) or by placement of premature atrial beats. In addition to atrial pacing, in selected cases, bundle of His pacing was utilized to validate the BH deflection and to differentiate it from the right bundle electrogram.15

---
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Figure 1

Case 3. Recording of the His bundle (BH) electrogram in a patient with Mobitz type II block. The block was localized distal to the BH. The rhythm strips I, III, and V1 (leads, L-I, L-III and V1) show period of 3:1 A-V conduction with left bundle-branch block (LBBB) and 2:1 A-V conduction with right bundle-branch block (RBBB) pattern. Also of interest are the 12 ECG leads exhibiting RBBB and a normal axis in presence of partial bilateral bundle-branch block (BBBB), alternating RBBB and LBBB.

(A) Simultaneous recordings of bipolar (BE) electrograms from the area of the A-V junction and standard leads aVR, aVF, and I (aVR, aVF, and L-1) ECG. The first ventricular (V) activity is at the end of the ventricular pacing impulse (VPI) followed by normal sinus beats with 2:1 conduction. The first A (atrial electrogram) wave is followed by a BH deflection with an A-H interval of 140 msec as compared with the following three A-H intervals of 80 msec, suggesting retrograde concealed conduction after the VPI. Each A wave is blocked distal to the BH deflection. The BH to V activation (H-V) time of 70 msec for the two conducted beats is abnormal. The P-R interval of 205 msec and the interval (720 msec) between two consecutive P or A waves (P-P) remain constant.

(B) During periods of 2:1 and 1:1 conduction with a fixed P-P interval (720 msec), the P-R (205 msec), A-H (80 msec), and H-V (70 msec) intervals remain constant. The second A wave is blocked distal to the BH at the same A-H time (80 msec) as the conducted A waves. On this and subsequent figures the paper speed = 100 mm/sec. Interval between time lines = 1 sec.

Definition of Terms

The A and the V complexes are evident, respectively, in the atrial and ventricular electrograms recorded from the area of the A-V junction. The BH bipolar electrogram is recorded from the bundle of His. The A-H time is the interval from the first rapid deflection of the A wave to the first rapid deflection of the BH bipolar electrogram. Since the A wave is recorded from the area adjacent to the A-V node, the A-H time represents the conduction time through the A-V node. The His bundle to ventricular activation
(H-V) time was measured from the first rapid BH deflection to the earliest ventricular depolarization recorded on any of the intracardiac electrograms or standard leads. The site of the block in these studies has been characterized as occurring distal to the site of the recorded BH deflection. For the sake of brevity, it is described as block distal to the BH. We recognize that blocks distal to the site of the recorded BH deflection may still be localized in the distal portion of the BH. On the basis of previous studies\textsuperscript{13,14} in patients with normal A-V conduction, the range for normal A-H time is 50 to 120 msec and for normal H-V time 35 to 45 msec.

Results
Mobitz Type II Block in the His-Purkinje System
In these 12 patients the conduction defect was distal to the recording site of the BH electrogram. Each A wave was conducted through the A-V node and was followed by a BH deflection with a constant A-H time (fig. 1). The A and BH deflections of the blocked beats were not followed by ventricular (V) activity. The P-R interval as well as the A-H time was constant for the conducted QRS complexes preceding and following the blocked P waves. The conduction time through the A-V node (A-H time) as well as the P-R interval for the conducted beats was within normal range in all but three patients (cases 4, 7 and 9). Mobitz II A-V block in a patient with prolonged P-R interval and an abnormal A-H time is shown in figures 2 and 3. The conduction time from the BH to the ventricular activation (H-V) for the conducted beats was abnormal in all except two
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**Figure 2**

Case 4. His bundle recordings in a patient with a prolonged P-R interval (260 msec) and Mobitz type II block. The rhythm strip (V3R) shows a constant P-R interval for the beats preceding and following the suddenly blocked sinus P wave (6th). Below the rhythm strip are 12 standard ECG leads showing a pattern of RBBB with LAD. Simultaneous recordings of UE (unipolar) and BE electrograms from the area of the A-V junction and standard leads I, aVR, and aVF. There is 1:1 conduction of the sinus P waves (P-P = 910 msec) with abnormal A-H (160 msec) and H-V (60 msec) times. As the P-P interval was shortened to 560 msec by an induced premature atrial beat (PI), the A-H time lengthened to 260 msec and the impulse was blocked distal to the BH.
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patients (case 11, fig. 4, and case 2). In one patient (case 10, fig. 5) two BH deflections (BH and BH') were recorded from sites proximal and distal to the focal lesion in the BH, respectively.

During atrial pacing at progressively higher rates, there was a progressive increase in the degree of block beyond the BH deflection; thus, 2:1 block became 3:1 and 4:1 (figs. 6 and 7) or 3:2 block progressed to 4:2, 5:2, and 5:1 (figs. 8 and 9). In addition, at high atrial pacing rates Wenckebach phenomena in the A-V nodal region (between A and BH) were also seen (fig. 10). The conduction time through the His-Purkinje system (HPS), in other words, H-V time, remained constant for all conducted beats at all paced rates. A unique pattern during NSR and atrial pacing was seen in case 8 (figs. 8 and 9) which showed periods of 3:2, 4:2, and 5:2 conduction. After the dropped P wave, the following P waves were always conducted in pairs. Only when the atrial pacing rate was increased from 140 to 150/min did the conduction change from 5:2 to 5:1 block. Only three (cases 1, 10, and 11) of the 12 patients with Mobitz type II block showed normal QRS complexes (≤0.10 sec; fig. 4, case 11). In two of these three patients (case 10, fig. 5, and case 1) with normal QRS complexes during Mobitz II A-V block and intermittent periods of complete heart block (CHB) distal to the BH, the "idioventricular" QRS complexes were also normal and remained unchanged in comparison to the conducted beats. The remaining nine patients with abnormal QRS complexes (≥0.12 sec) showed LBBB, right bundle-branch block (RBBB), or intraventricular conduction defect (IVCD).

Wenckebach Type of Block in the His-Purkinje System

Two patients (cases 13 and 14, table 1) showed this phenomenon. Case 13 (figs. 11 and 12) with normal QRS complexes showed periods of 3:2 (fig. 11) and 2:1 (fig. 12) Wenckebach type of block during normal sinus rhythm (sinus rate, 63 beats/min). The BH recordings revealed two BH deflections (BH and BH'). Each A wave was conducted to the BH through the A-V node with a normal A-H time of 70 msec. The first conducted beat had an abnormal H-V time of 70 msec with a normal P-R interval of 170 msec. The BH and BH' electrograms were recorded from sites proximal and distal,

Figure 3

Case 4. His bundle recordings from the same patient as in figure 2 during periods of 2:1 and 1:1 conduction. Simultaneous recordings of UE and BE and the standard ECG leads (I, aVR, aVF). The P-P and P-R intervals for the beats preceding and following the blocked P waves are constant at 850 and 260 msec, respectively. Note that the A-H time of 160 msec is constant throughout. The second A wave is blocked distal to the BH. The H-V time in the conducted beats is constant (60 msec).
Case 11. His bundle recordings in a patient with a narrow QRS complex (0.08 sec) and Mobitz type II A-V block. The 12-lead standard ECG with a rhythm strip (L-2) shows dropped beats resulting in 2:1 A-V conduction with a constant P-P interval and a fixed P-R interval in the conducted beats.

(A) Simultaneous recordings of BE and L-1 exhibiting the block distal to the BH in the dropped beats. The A-H (65 msec) and H-V (40 msec) times were normal. As the A-A interval was shortened to 375 msec by an induced (PI) premature atrial beat, the A-H time lengthened to 125 msec.

(B) Right bundle-branch (RB) electrogram with an RB to V (RB-V) interval of 20 msec is recorded only in the conducted beats. Note the absence of A and BH deflections because of the catheter placement adjacent to the RB.

respectively, to the focal lesion in the bundle of His. The BH' to ventricular activation (H'-V) time of 40 msec was normal. In figure 11 the time interval between the BH and BH' deflections for the first conducted beat was 30 msec. The following beat was conducted with a prolonged P-R interval (345 msec) and lengthening of the interval between BH and BH' deflections to 205 msec. The A-H and H' V intervals remained constant at 70 and 40 msec, respectively. The next A wave was blocked distal to the BH deflection and was not followed by BH' and ventricular deflections. This blocked impulse was followed by similar Wenckebach cycles with 3:2 and 2:1 conduction (fig. 12). The atrial rate (P-P interval, 920 to 960 msec) during this phenomenon was essentially unchanged. The shape and normal duration of the QRS complexes remained unchanged despite the lengthening of the BH and BH' interval. The BH and BH' deflections were validated by atrial and BH pacing, respectively.

Case 14 (figs. 13 and 14) with normal sinus rhythm (NSR) and 1:1 A-V conduction showed an LBBB pattern with a normal P-R interval (180 msec). His bundle recordings during NSR showed a normal A-H time (85 msec), but the H-V time (65 msec) was abnormal. During atrial pacing at 110 (fig.
Figure 5

Case 10. Mobitz type II A-V block due to focal lesion in the bundle of His, and with His bundle escape beats. The 12 standard ECG leads on top show a narrow QRS complex.

(A) Simultaneous recordings of BE and L-1, L-2, and L-3. The first atrial (A) impulse is conducted with a normal A-H (80 msec) and an abnormal H-V (65 msec) time. Note the two BH and BH' deflections recorded proximal and distal to focal lesion in the BH, respectively. The H'-V time is 35 msec. The second A wave is blocked distal to the BH deflection and is not followed by BH' and V deflections. The next beat, a BH escape beat, is preceded by BH' deflection at an interval of 35 msec and the sinus A wave is buried in the V of the escape beat. A conducted beat (third QRS complex) follows with the same A-H and H-V conduction times as the first conducted beat. P-R = 200 msec.

(B) Recordings during intermittent periods of complete heart block with an R-R interval = 1510 msec. Each ventricular (V) beat is preceded by a BH' deflection by 35 msec. The atrial impulses blocked distal to the BH are barely visible between the spontaneous ventricular beats (BH' and V) on the BE, but P waves are obvious in the ECG leads L-1, L-2, and L-3. This is due to the slight movement of the catheter into the right ventricular cavity. During His bundle rhythm the H'-V time of 35 msec is similar to H'-V time during the conducted beats.

13) and 120 (fig. 14) beats/min Wenckebach phenomena occurred distal to the recording site of the BH. There was progressive prolongation of the H-V time, till finally the impulse was blocked distal to the BH deflection. In the blocked beat the A wave was followed by the BH deflection but not by ventricular activity. Wenckebach cycles with atrial pacing at 110/min showed 4:3 conduction. When the atrial pacing rate was increased to 120/min Wenckebach cycles of 3:2 and 2:1 conduction distal to the BH were observed. Despite production of Wenckebach cycles, the conduction time through the A-V node (A-H) as well as the shape of the QRS complexes remained constant during NSR and
at each atrial pacing level. In addition the A-H time remained normal despite the Wenckebach cycles.

**Discussion**

**Mobitz Type II A-V Block**

Hay and Wenckebach ascribed type I and type II blocks to impaired atrioventricular conduction and depressed ventricular excitability, respectively. Earlier studies failed to offer a precise explanation for this phenomenon, although the causative role of bilateral bundle-branch block was suspected in cases with type II. Katz and Pick attributed type I to a moderate prolongation of both the absolute and relative refractory periods of the A-V junctional tissues while type II was identified with an increase in the absolute refractory phase. Recently Langendorf and Pick have subscribed to the idea that an infra-A-V nodal lesion is the cause of type II A-V block. It had also been suggested that type II may be the result of concealed nodal extrasystoles. Whether similar concealed reexcitation mechanisms within the lower regions of the A-V conduction system (distal HIS) can produce this type of block is unknown. The present study, by demonstrating the increase in block distal to the BH deflection during atrial pacing, suggests that the latter possibility is unlikely since the

---

*Figure 6*

Case 6. His bundle recordings in a patient with LBBB and Mobitz type II block (2:1 block). The rhythm strip (L-2) shows periods of dropped beats without any preceding prolongation of the P-R interval. The 12-lead standard ECG is also shown. Note that the P-R interval was normal throughout. Simultaneous recordings of BE and leads L-1, L-2, and L-3 show that the blocked P (third) at a constant P-P interval of 760 msec is blocked distal to the BH, with a normal A-H interval of 65 msec. The P-R (180 msec), A-H (65 msec), and H-V (70 msec) intervals for the beats preceding and following the dropped beat remained constant. As the P-P interval was shortened to 300 msec by an induced (PI) premature atrial beat the A-H time lengthened to 150 msec.
concealed A-V junctional extrasystoles now must be associated with the atrial rate.

Our data also explain the original observations of a constant P-R interval despite dropped beats during type II second degree heart block. All 12 patients in this series with the electrocardiographic diagnosis of type II A-V block demonstrated that each P wave was conducted through the A-V node to the bundle of His at a constant A-H time. The failure in A-V transmission for the dropped P waves (during normal sinus rhythm), irrespective of their number, was localized distal to the recording site of the BH deflection.

Figure 7

Case 6. Simultaneous recordings of BE and lead L-1 during atrial pacing (PI) at progressively increasing rates in the same patient as in figure 6.

(A) Tracings 3:1 A-V conduction with an A-A (P-P) interval of 475 msec are shown. All three atrial (A) impulses were conducted through the A-V node, but two were blocked distal to the BH. The interval between two consecutive QRS complexes (R-R) was 1,425 msec.

(B and C) Periods of 3:1 A-V block (panel B) alternating with 4:1 A-V block (panel C) appeared with R-R of 1,155 and 1,540 msec, respectively, as the A-A interval was shortened to 385 msec. The block remained distal to the BH deflection. The conduction time through the HPS (H-V) remained constant (70 msec) throughout.
conducted beats had a constant conduction time through the HPS (H-V time). It has been previously\textsuperscript{13, 14, 28-34} documented that as the P-P interval is shortened, the P-R interval prolongs due to the increased refractoriness of the A-V node, whereas the conduction time through the HPS usually remains constant at all heart rates. The fewer the impulses transmitted through the A-V node, the shorter the P-R interval. However, in type II block the number of impulses transmitted through the A-V node, with or without dropped beats, remains unchanged. Thus, there is a constant A-H time as well as a stable P-R interval for the conducted beats. In contrast, previous studies\textsuperscript{14, 15, 30, 34, 35} have shown that type I block occurs proximal to the BH deflection (either in AN, N, or NH regions of the A-V node) and the number of impulses completely transmitted through the A-V node is variable, hence changing the A-H and the P-R intervals. Our findings support the experimental work\textsuperscript{35} and the clinical observations,\textsuperscript{26} that Mobitz type II blocks are due to lesions in the HPS either in the BH or the bundle branches,
by demonstrating block distal to the BH deflection. In the majority of cases the abnormal H-V time during the conducted beats (table 1) further confirms disease of the HPS. The patients with narrow QRS complex and type II block localized distal to the BH deflection most probably have His bundle lesions. In case 11 (fig. 4) the recording of a proximal right bundle (RB) deflection, only during the conducted beats as opposed to the beats blocked distal to the BH deflection, further indicates that the block is situated in the distal BH but before its bifurcation into bundle branches. In another patient (case 10, fig. 5, table 1) the recording of “split” BH (BH and BH’ deflections) is a further evidence of this site of lesion. This type of block is not as rare as considered previously.10

In the patients with an abnormal QRS complex and block distal to the BH, the lesion could be either situated in the distal BH or in...
the bundle branches. For practical purposes these cases, especially the cases in which the H-V time and the QRS complex are abnormal during the conducted beats, most likely represent bilateral bundle-branch block. The present series indicates that all types of abnormal QRS complexes (RBBB, LBBB, and IVCD) were associated with this type of block. Of interest is case 2 which showed a pattern of RBBB with a normal axis in the conducted beats and a normal H-V time. The site of block in case 2 is probably in the distal portion of the His bundle since an abnormal H-V time would have been anticipated in the conducted beats if the left bundle branch were also diseased.

The cases of type II block distal to the BH and a constant H-V time, regardless of the
Figure 11

Case 13. His bundle recordings in a patient with a narrow QRS complex during 3:2 Wenckebach type of block within the BH.

The 12 standard ECG leads are shown on top. Simultaneous recordings of BE with ECG leads L-1, L-2, and L-3 show 3:2 Wenckebach type of block with prolongation of the P-R interval from 170 to 345 msec before the dropped beat and followed by similar cycles. Two BH deflections (BH and BH') were recorded, one proximal and one distal to the focal lesion in the BH. The prolongation of the P-R interval was contributed by the delay between the BH and BH' deflections which increased from 30 to 205 msec. The A-H time (70 msec) and H'-V time (40 msec) remained constant throughout. During periods of 3:2 Wenckebach type of block the atrial rate was slightly slower (A-A = 940 to 960 msec) in comparison to periods of 2:1 block (A-A = 920 to 930). (See fig. 12.)

number of impulses blocked, indicate that conduction through the HPS usually acts as an all or none phenomenon. The exceptions to the rule (cases 13 and 14) are discussed in detail below.

In the majority of the type II cases the P-R interval was normal. In these cases the A-H time was within the normal range, indicating normal conduction through the A-V node and lack of involvement of this region by the disease process. Similar observations were made in a recent histopathologic study of patients with CHB due to diseased HPS, in whom the A-V node was shown to be normal.

When the block occurs at two different sites simultaneously, that is in the A-V node and the HPS, any combination of electrocardiographic patterns can be seen. The diagnosis of mixed lesions such as Wenckebach type of block in the A-V node and type II block in the HPS is quite difficult on the basis of a surface electrocardiogram (fig. 10). Although the given example exhibited mixed lesions during atrial pacing only, the possibility of such a phenomenon occurring spontaneously does exist and may mimic CHB.

A single case purported to be Mobitz II in a patient with LBBB and 2:1 A-V block has recently been reported. On the basis of localization of block distal to the BH, the case does represent type II block. But in the reported case as well as another study, the electrocardiographic criteria for type II block were inadequate because of the presence of a fixed 2:1 A-V block. It should be stressed that 2:1 A-V block per se does not satisfy the electrocardiographic criteria of type II block (constant P-R with or without blocked impulses) unless periods of changing conduction (3:1, 1:1, or 3:2) with the same P-R interval (constant P-P interval) are demonstrated. During BH recordings in 350 cases, it has been observed that fixed 2:1, 3:1 A-V block
may be localized either proximal or distal to the BH, irrespective of the shape and duration of the QRS complexes. In cases in which only one bundle branch such as LBBB is involved, lesions can subsequently develop in the A-V node (rather than in the opposite bundle) giving rise to 2:1 or 3:1 A-V block or even CHB proximal to the BH.\textsuperscript{38} Reports of studies\textsuperscript{15, 38–41} have emphasized that “bilateral bundle-branch block should always be suspected whenever second degree A-V block is associated with either a right or left bundle-branch block pattern.”\textsuperscript{19} As noted above, the P-R interval merely reflects the sum of the conduction disturbances which occur during impulse transmission through the atria, A-V node, and HPS. The present study shows the limitations of these concepts\textsuperscript{15, 38–41} by demonstrating in addition that even in type I block (see below) the site of the lesion cannot always be accurately localized from the electrocardiogram.

Case 8 (figs. 8 and 9) with conduction ratios of 3:2, 4:2, and 5:2 may be an example of Wedensky phenomenon.\textsuperscript{42, 43} In this case the second of the paired conducted beats may be dependent in some way on the conduction of the preceding beat. With atrial pacing up...
to 140/min the number of blocked impulses preceding the first conducted beat increased and the pairs of conducted beats persisted. However, at an atrial pacing rate of 150/min, the second beat of the pair was no longer conducted.

Previous reports have indicated a high incidence of Stokes-Adams attacks with type II blocks. The present series supports this observation. These patients are likely to develop chronic complete heart block due to the pathologic involvement either of the BH or of both bundle branches. Patients 6 to 8 and 10, when studied 6 mo later, showed complete heart block distal to the BH.

Our data indicate the existence of His
bundle lesions as a cause of Mobitz type II A-V blocks with a subsidiary pacemaker (His bundle rhythm) arising above the bifurcation of the bundle of His. In addition, our findings confirm the clinical observations that Mobitz type II blocks are usually associated with bilateral bundle-branch block.

Wenckebach Type of Block

Any site in the specialized conduction system where a difference in the functional refractory period occurs can be expected to produce block if an impulse reaches a region which has not repolarized sufficiently. Usually the functional refractory period of the A-V node (proximal A-V junction) is longer than that of the BH and bundle branches. Atrioventricular block, especially of the Wenckebach type, is generally considered to occur in the A-V node. Experimental and clinical work has indicated that HPS is also an important site of block. A recent editorial suggested that type I A-V block is a characteristic of the disease in the A-V nodal region. However, recent case reports have described “Wenckebach cycles” in the bundle branches as indicated by progressive prolongation of the QRS duration at a constant atrial rate. These cases did not exhibit progressive prolongation of the P-R interval but did show such prolongation of the P-S interval (P to S wave of the QRS complex). In contrast cases 13 and 14 in the present study demonstrated the classic prolongation of the P-R interval as well as the dropped beats characteristic of the Wenckebach phenomenon. Furthermore, the site of this delay and block in conduction was in the BH (case 13, figs. 11 and 12) or main right bundle branch or both (case 14, figs. 13 and 14) and not in the A-V node. The latter case showed LBBB during NSR. With atrial pacing at 110/min, the Wenckebach type of A-V block developed with progressive prolongation in the H-V time (HPS) with subsequent dropped beats exhibiting block distal to the BH deflection. The shape and duration of the QRS complexes remained unchanged from the control LBBB pattern. This Wenckebach type of A-V block was either occurring in the distal BH or the main right bundle branch. Since no “split” BH was recorded, this case

Figure 14

Case 14. His bundle recordings in the same patient as in figure 13, showing increase in Wenckebach type of block to 3:2 conduction with increase in AP rate to 120/min in comparison to 110/min. As the P-R interval lengthened, the H-V time progressively lengthened (65 to 85 msec) before the dropped beat, distal to the BH, occurred. The A-H time during AP at 120/min (A-A = 500 msec) remained constant (95 msec) but decreased to 75 msec as the A-A interval prolonged to 870 msec on cessation of AP. The development of Wenckebach type of A-V block during AP, in this patient with LBBB and block localized distal to the BH, is due to delay probably in the right bundle branch or in the distalmost portion of the BH.
may be an example of type I A-V block occurring in the right bundle.

These findings demonstrate that in some cases localization of block on the basis of the clinical electrocardiogram is not possible. The clinical significance of these findings should be considered in the light of recent suggestions\(^2\) that patients with type I block during acute myocardial infarction need not be treated with pacemakers unless the ventricular rate is below 50/min. This statement\(^2\) was made on the assumption that type I A-V block always occurs in the A-V nodal region. However, Wenckebach type of A-V block in the HPS is probably not rare. The Wenckebach type of second degree A-V block in the HPS has not previously been described because of the unavailability of BH recordings. It must be emphasized that this phenomenon probably occurs only during disease states of the HPS. The prognosis for the two patients in our series with type I A-V block should not be different from that for patients with type II A-V block because they both have infra-A-V nodal lesions within the HPS. Actually, CHB developed in case 14 within 6 mo of the initial study. Therefore, CHB may follow both Mobitz I and Mobitz II in the HPS.

The type I A-V block is simply an electrocardiographic sign which can be manifested by lesions involving different regions of the A-V conduction system, in other words, A-V node and HPS. Therefore, the distinction in second degree A-V blocks (type I and type II) perhaps should be made on the basis of the site of block such as nodal (A-H block) or HPS (H-V block) rather than Mobitz type I or type II. This differentiation is of value from a prognostic point of view. The findings of CHB distal to BH in four of 12 patients with Mobitz type II block when restudied after a 6-mo interval are of therapeutic significance.
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